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ABSTRACT 

 

In a data communication system binary data transmit from one node to another node, during transmission data can 

be corrupted by transmission impairments like attenuations, distortion and noise. For analog communication signal 

can be corrupted by external and internal noise of system and also by other transmission impairments. Digital signal 

can be effected by single bit error and burst error, in these errors binary 1 is changed to binary 0 and vice versa. At 

receiver it is check either data has corrupted or not by using error detection techniques, if data has corrupted then 

various error correction techniques are used to get original data. In this research work, Additive redundancy check 

(ARC) technique is proposed to detect errors. The suggested technique is based on basic addition. In this technique 

binary data is arrange in square pattern by keeping number of rows and columns equal, and then basic addition oper-

ation is apply on it.  The proposed technique can easily detect those errors which other techniques fail to detect, so 

this technique is more robust than other existing techniques. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

When binary data is transmitted in communication systems, it can be corrupted due to transmission impair-

ments. Data corruption means occurrence of errors e.g. binary 0 changed to binary 1 and vice versa. There are two 

main types of error 1st is single bit error and 2nd is burst error or multiple bits error. In single bit error only one bit 

effected. Rest of all the binary data remains same. But in burst error two or multiple bits change it corrupt consecu-

tive sequence of N bits. At receiver site error detection method are used as checking function, if data is corrected 

then accept it else reject it. Error detection can be perform by adding some redundancy bits at the end of data to be 

transmit, at the receiver site binary data decoded and checked either error occur or not [1,2]. There are many error 

detection methods available which are used to detect error by appending some extra redundancy bits with data bits. 

Some of these famous methods are VRC, LRC, CRC, checksum and 2D parity Check [3-8]. In VRC after counting 

number of 1’s is even or odd extra bits are appended at the end of binary data, it can only detect burst error if num-

ber of changed bits are ODD. While LRC can detect single bit error and burst error but If in a same column 0 is 

changed to 1 and vice versa LRC can’t detect it. In checksum 1st complement is taken after adding all binary data, 

then appended this complement at the end of binary data. Checksum can’t detect error if two bits swap in a column. 

In 2D parity check the parity of each row and columns is calculated by counting number of 1’s then transmit row 

and column parity with data bits, this method takes more redundancy bits.  

In this research work, an effective method is proposed that is simply based on binary addition. It can easily de-

tect single bit error and burst error. In this method less redundancy bits can cover more binary data bits, it can easily 

detect those errors which other methods failed to detect. The performance of proposed method is also compared with 

other existing methods in this research work. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY

 

In this section all the steps are described which are involved in transmitter and receiver site.

2.1 Transmitter site                                                                   

Let us consider the length of binary data is �� bits, if number of data bits are not squared value then append 

0’s at most significant bit to make it squared. Then make square (n × n) pattern and name it A after that take trans-

pose of that pattern and name it �′.  
Now find ARC by following 3 steps. 
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1. Add all the columns of pattern A and name it Sum A. 

2. Add all the columns of pattern  �′ and name it Sum �′.  

3. Now to get ARC add Sum A with Sum �′. 

If carry occur then carry bits will be discard. 

After calculating ARC bits by above 3 steps, transmit data bits along ARC bits. Transmitter and receiver both should 

have same mechanism Block diagram for Additive Redundancy Check (ARC) at Transmitter site is shown below in 

figure 1.                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. ARC method at Transmitter site 

 

2.2 Receiver site 

At receiver site binary data is received along redundancy bits (ARC). To check either received data is correct 

or not again calculate ARC by following same steps as followed at transmitter site. After calculating ARC at receiv-

er site compare it with Transmitter site ARC, If receiver site ARC is equal to Transmitter site ARC, it means there is 

no error occur and data is received correctly else there is an error occurred and received data is corrupt. This method 

can easily detect most of error which other methods fails to detect. Block diagram for Additive Redundancy Check 

at Receiver site is shown below in figure 2. 

 

                                                                                                  
   

  Figure 2. ARC method at receiver site       
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3. RESULTS 

 

To check performance and accuracy of this method, single bit and burst error were introduced to check either 

this method detect it or not. Some examples are given below. At transmitter site 16 bit binary data was arranged it 

into square (4 × 4) pattern and calculated its ARC, example of ARC is shown below in figure 3. 

 

3.1 Single bit error detection  

It is assumed that during transmission error occurred at 1st bit position. To check that during transmission error 

occurred or not, again calculated ARC at receiver site. Calculation of ARC at receiver site is shown in figure 4. As 

shown transmitter site ARC is not equal to receiver site ARC it proved that error has been occurred during transmis-

sion.  

1011 ≠ 0111 

Graphical view of single error detection using ARC is shown below in figure 5. 

 

    
 

Figure 3.  Example of ARC at transmitter site                                           Figure 4.  ARC for Single bit error detection 

 

        
 

Figure 5. Graphical view of ARC method for single bit error detection 
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In above graph it is shown transmitter and receiver site ARC are not equal. We can also see that error is oc-

curred at 1st position, at transmitter site there is 0 at 1st bit position but at receiver site there is 1 as shown in graph. It 

shows occurrence of error. 

 

3.2 Burst error detection 

It is assumed during transmission error occur at 3rd, 10th, 13th, 14th and 15th position. Calculation is shown be-

low in figure 6. 

 
 

Figure 6.  Example of ARC for burst error detection

 

As shown in above figure after passing through channel at receiver site when ARC calculated it was not equal to 

transmitter site ARC it shows an error occurred. 

1011 ≠ 0100 

Graphical view of binary data at transmitter and receiver site is shown below in figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7. Graphical view of ARC method for burst error detection 

 

From the above graph it can observe transmitter and receiver site ARC is not equal. It shows occurrence of error. 
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4. Analysis 

If number of data bits are not squared value then append 0’s at most significant bit to make it squared.   

Number of data bits= 	� 

Number of ARC bits= 	 

Total no. of (data bits + ARC bits) = 	 + 	� 

Overhead =
��.  � ��� ����

��.� ���� ����
 = 

�

��
 

Code rate =
��.  � ���� ����

��.� (���� ���� �  !" ����) 
 = 

��

�� ��
 

 

 
Figure 8. Analysis of No. of Data bits versus no. of ARC bits 

 

5. DISCUSSION 

 

Comparison of ARC method with other existing methods shows that it can easily detect all those errors which 

other methods cannot detect. VRC used to detect single bit error it can only detected burst error when total number 

of changed bits are ODD. When number of bits changed are even VRC cannot detect error. LRC can detect single 

bit and burst error. If in a same column 0 is changed to 1 and vice versa LRC can’t detect it. Checksum is very effec-

tive error detection method, if bit inversion in one segment is balanced by bit inversion in another corresponding 

segment then Checksum fails to detect error. In 2D parity check, parity of individual column and row is calculated. 

For a long binary data it takes more redundant bits. If even number of 0’s swap with even number of 1’s and vice 

versa, then 2D parity check fails to detect errors. While Additive Redundancy Check (ARC) is based on basic arith-

metic operation (Addition), in ARC less redundant bits that covers more data. It is more effective than other meth-

ods. It can easily detect those errors which other methods fail to detect. Comparison of ARC method with other error 

detection methods is shown below in table 1. 

 

Table 1. Comparison table of ARC with other methods 
Method name Original data Corrupted data Error detection 

VRC 01100111 01100100 No 

LRC 01100111 

11010110 

00100110 

11010111 

No 

Checksum 00100111 

11010110 

00100110 

11010111 

No 

2D parity check 00100111 

11010110 

11100111 

00010110 

No 

ARC 00100111 

11010110 

11100110 

00010111 

Yes 

As shown in above table ARC method detects those error which other methods unable to detect, that’s why ARC 

method is more robust than other existing methods. 

 

6. Shortcoming 

The probability of failure of this method is very rare. This technique fail to detect error when 2 bits inversion is 

take place in one row balanced by opposite 2 bits inversion in corresponding row. (For example, in a row two bits 01 

changes to 10 and in other corresponding row two bits 10 changes to 01. In this case ARC will remain same and fail 

to detect error). Example is shown in figure 9. 
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       Figure 9. Block diagram of ARC shortcoming example 

 

As shown in above example when in a row 10 changes to 01 and same time in other row 01 changes to 10 then this 

method fails to detect it because the sum remains same and it has no effect on ARC. In future work we will try to 

overcome this shortcoming and try to make its results better and more robust. 

 

7. Conclusion 

There are different error detection methods every method has its own advantages and disadvantages as already 

discussed. Additive redundancy check (ARC) method is effective and has better performance as compare to other 

methods. This method has ability to detect all those errors which undetected by other methods.  ARC method is eas-

ier because it is based on basic Addition. It takes less redundancy bits to cover more data bits which mean ARC 

method is more fast and efficient than other methods, this is one of its advantage over all existing error detection 

methods. Shortcoming of this method is already discussed in previous sections and in future we will try to resolve it. 
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